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Perin
FURNITURE FITTINGS

accessories
contemporary and
technical functions

Since 1955
Perin S.p.A. is a leading manufacturer of accessories in the
furniture industry. Founded by the Perin brothers in 1955
in Albina di Gaiarine, near Treviso in the heart of North-East Italy, it has grown over the years as a result of the
continuous market demand for innovation. In 2020, Perin
S.p.A. celebrates its 65° year of business, a milestone which
puts the company in a strong position in terms of its business knowledge tenacity and innovation, in a continuously
evolving market. It is with great satisfaction and gratitude
that we present our new-Iook catalogue to you. We hope it
will serve as a valid and effective tool for technical consultation and product selection.
Special thanks to all Perin S.p.A. customers, colleagues and
partners.
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Verto move is the new Opening System developed by Perin S.p.A for
vertically sliding cabinet doors. It is totally invisible and allows access to
the cabinet interior, where there is no visible mechanism. Only a small
part of the cabinet space, at the top, is not accessible.

Click is the new shelf support from Perin S.p.A. created to be less
noticeable under the shelf, while still being flush to the side panel
like a joint.

02 Hidro Slim

11 Line Hinge

Ø12
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Pneus and Hidro expand their range with Hidro Slim and Pneus Slim.
New 12 mm diameter oil pistons, give your furnishings a greater refinement. Available in a wide range of sizes and load capacities.

LINE is the brand new hinge for upward- and downward-opening
doors manufactured by Perin Spa. Featuring a special mechanism which
can accommodate different-thickness doors within the one composition, it also makes it possible to reduce the gap between one door and
the next to a minimum of 1,5mm.

03 Pneus Slim

12 Idea Hinge

Ø12
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Pneus and Hidro expand their range with Hidro Slim and Pneus Slim.
New 12 mm diameter oil pistons, give your furnishings a greater refinement. Available in a wide range of sizes and load capacities.

Idea is the brand new hinge for upward- and downward-opening doors
manufactured by Perin Spa. Featuring a special mechanism which can
accommodate different-thickness doors within the one composition, it
also makes it possible to reduce the gap between one door and the next
to a minimum of 1,5mm.

04 Hidro Design

13 Scarpi-4 Hanger

Ø15
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Pneus and Hidro expand their range with Hidro Design and Pneus
Design. New 15 mm diameter oil and gas pistons, give your furnishings
a greater refinement. Available in a wide range of sizes and load capacities.

Is a 100% steel, high resistance fastener for wall units (load of 65 kg
according to DIN 68840 and the new one EN15939). Extremely
compact (only 10 mm in width), it can be adjusted according to 3
positions, which can be easily accessed from inside the wall unit. Comes
with cover available in various colours.

05 Pneus Design

14 Sikura Hanger

Ø15
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34

Pneus and Hidro expand their range with Hidro Design and Pneus
Design. New 15 mm diameter oil and gas pistons, give your furnishings
a greater refinement. Available in a wide range of sizes and load capacities.

Sikura hangers successfully meet any requirement in terms of wall
cabinet load bearing capacity, anchoring and safety. They are adjustable,
have a high load bearing capacity, keep the wall cabinet securely anchored to the wall and feature a patented anti-disengagement system.

06 Jack support for glass shelf

15 Plana Hanger

18

36

Jack is the new glass shelf support by Perin SpA.
The protective plastic side protects the glass shelf against accidental
breakage when the unit is being transported or handled. It has been
designed with an eye to new stylistic trends, to ensure Jack coordinates
with the unit it will support.

Plana is the solution to your suspended panel alignment problems,
because it ensures the panels adhere perfectly to the wall. Exceptional
adjustment. Excellent load-bearing capacity. Totally invisible.

07 Cube support for glass shelf

16 Vigor Straightener
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38

Cube, the new support bracket for glass shelves by Perin S.p.a., is
designed for users who expect details that are apparently less important
to have the same formal consistency that is so characteristic of Italian
furniture.

Vigor is the new ‘door straightener’ by Perin S.p.A. It is used when the
panels get curved. It is supplied in a standard size with a pitch between
the two outer holes of 2240 mm. On request, Vigor can be supplied with
a smaller pitch.

08 Speedy support for shelf

17 Linear Rails

22

40

Speedy is the shelf support manufactured by Perin Spa, designed to
allow cabinet assembly directly on the customer's premises, thus
eliminating all costs required for automated factory assembly. Also
available in a pack, Speedy is a rapid, functional and most of all inexpensive shelf support.

System composed of an aluminium rail, 10x30, with a clear plastic
protective profile inserted and painted aluminium supports, perfectly
coordinated, which fit partially into the rail cross-section. Main properties: accurately made with excellent load resistance.

09 Speedy Plus support for shelf

18 Wip Adjustable Foot

24

Speedy Plus is the new shelf support resulting from the research activity
by Perin S.p.A. One single piece combines all functions expected from a
built-in shelf support with anti-lift mechanism.



10 Click support for shelf

FOR ALL PRODUCTS INFORMATIONS CONSULT THE GENERAL CATALOG.

42

WIP is the new foot manufactured by Perin Spa, which is especially
suitable for wardrobes and bookcases. It can be adjusted from the inside
of the cabinet using a 4mm hexagon wrench. It has a capacity of 100 kg.

FOR ALL PRODUCTS INFORMATIONS CONSULT THE GENERAL CATALOG.



01 Vert Move
VertMove is the new Opening System developed by Perin S.p.A for
vertically sliding cabinet doors. It is totally invisible and allows access to
the cabinet interior, where there is no visible mechanism. Only a small
part of the cabinet space, at the top, is not accessible.

MANUAL OPENING

ELECTRICAL OPENING
With safety system
SAFETY

SUITABLE for any room, incl. KITCHENS, BATHROOMS,
LIVING ROOMS, OFFICES, etc...
Five versions available: height of internal compartment
44 cm, 46 cm, 56 cm, 68 cm and 76 cm





02 Hidro Slim

Ø12

STRUCTURE
JOINT

Pneus and Hidro expand their range with Hidro Slim and Pneus Slim.
New 12 mm diameter oil pistons, give your furnishings a greater refinement. Available in a wide range of sizes and load capacities.

BODY

DOOR
JOINT

FINISHES

FREE MOVEMENT
The dynamism of Hidro allows
opening doors in line, with a continuous and soft movement.



Nickel
Matt

Black Nickel
Plated



03 Pneus Slim

Ø12

DOOR
JOINT

Pneus and Hidro expand their range with Hidro Slim and Pneus Slim.
New 12 mm diameter oil pistons, give your furnishings a greater refinement. Available in a wide range of sizes and load capacities.

BODY

STRUCTURE
JOINT

FINISHES
FREE MOVEMENT
Pneus dynamism allows the natural
opening of the doors with its progressive pins. Therefore, the doors will open
in a smooth and continuous way,
without interruptions until the inner
compartment is completely accessible.



Nickel
Matt

Black Nickel
Plated



04 Hidro Design Ø15
Pneus and Hidro expand their range with Hidro Design and Pneus
Design. New 15 mm diameter oil and gas pistons, give your furnishings a
greater refinement. Available in a wide range of sizes and load capacities.

DOOR
JOINT

BODY

STRUCTURE
JOINT

FREE MOVEMENT

FINISHES

The dynamism of Hidro allows
opening doors in line, with a continuous and soft movement.

SELF-CLOSING MOVEMENT
In Hidro, the oil-driven function
means that the door closes by itself.



Metallised
Grey

Bright
Chrome-Plated

Black Nickel
Plated

Other Finishes
on Request



05 Pneus Design Ø15
Pneus and Hidro expand their range with Hidro Design and Pneus
Design. New 15 mm diameter oil and gas pistons, give your furnishings a
greater refinement. Available in a wide range of sizes and load capacities.

DOOR
JOINT

BODY

STRUCTURE
JOINT

FREE MOVEMENT
Pneus dynamism allows the natural
opening of the doors with its progressive pins. Therefore, the doors will open
in a smooth and continuous way,
without interruptions until the inner
compartment is completely accessible.

FINISHES

GRADUAL MOVEMENT
Thanks to its friction-controlled movement the door can stop any point along
the opening path.



Metallised
Grey

Bright
Chrome-Plated

Black Nickel
Plated

Other Finishes
on Request



06 Jack
support for glass shelf
Jack is the new glass shelf support by Perin SpA.
The protective plastic side protects the glass shelf against accidental
breakage when the unit is being transported or handled. It has been
designed with an eye to new stylistic trends, to ensure Jack coordinates
with the unit it will support.

TH. 4/6mm
ANTI-BREAKAGE

TH. 8/10mm
ANTI-BREAKAGE

Anti-Breakage insert

Anti-Breakage insert

Shelf

FINISHES

Shelf

Bright Black
Nickel-Plated

Bright
Nickel-Plated

Lock





07 Cube
support for glass shelf
Cube, the new support bracket for glass shelves by Perin S.p.a., is
designed for users who expect details that are apparently less important
to have the same formal consistency that is so characteristic of Italian
furniture.

WITH PIN
TH. 4/6 - 6/8 - 8/10 mm

SCREW FASTENING
TH. 4/6 - 6/8 - 8/10 mm

WITH PIN

SCREW FASTENING

Shelf



FINISHES

Shelf

Bright Black
Nickel-Plated

Bright
Nickel-Plated



08 Speedy
support for shelf
Speedy is the shelf support manufactured by Perin Spa, designed to
allow cabinet assembly directly on the customer's premises, thus eliminating all costs required for automated factory assembly. Also available
in a pack, Speedy is a rapid, functional and most of all inexpensive shelf
support.

WITH PIN

SCREW FASTENING

EUROSCREW FASTENING

WITH PIN

FOR SCREW / EUROSCREW

FINISHES

Bright Black
Nickel-Plated



Bright
Nickel-Plated



09 Speedy Plus
support for shelf
Speedy Plus is the new shelf support resulting from the research activity
by Perin S.p.A. One single piece combines all functions expected from
a built-in shelf support with anti-lift mechanism.

WITH PIN

SCREW / EUROSCREW
FASTENING

WITH PIN

FOR SCREW / EUROSCREW

FINISHES

Bright Black
Nickel-Plated



Bright
Nickel-Plated



10 Click
support for shelf
Click is the new shelf support from Perin S.p.A. created to be less
noticeable under the shelf, while still being flush to the side panel
like a joint.

WITH SCREW

WITH PIN

FINISHES

Black

Grey

Bright
Nickel-Plated



White

Brown



11 Line Hinge

Ø35

LINE is the brand new hinge for upward- and downward-opening
doors manufactured by Perin Spa. Featuring a special mechanism which
can accommodate different-thickness doors within the one composition, it also makes it possible to reduce the gap between one door and
the next to a minimum of 1,5mm.

FINISHES

Bright Black
Nickel-Plated



Bright
Nickel-Plated



12 Idea Hinge

Ø26

Idea is the brand new hinge for upward- and downward-opening doors
manufactured by Perin Spa. Featuring a special mechanism which can
accommodate different-thickness doors within the one composition, it
also makes it possible to reduce the gap between one door and the next
to a minimum of 1,5mm.

FINISHES

Bright Black
Nickel-Plated



Bright
Nickel-Plated



13 Scarpi-4 Hanger
Is a 100% steel, high resistance fastener for wall units (load of 65 kg
according to DIN 68840 and the new one EN15939). Extremely compact (only 10 mm in width), it can be adjusted according to 3 positions,
which can be easily accessed from inside the wall unit. Comes with
cover available in various colours.

HANGER
LOAD OF 65 KG

According to din 68840 and the new one en15939

COVER

top

COVER FINISHES

wall
side



Bright
Nickel-Plated

White
Plastic

Black
Plastic

14 Sikura Hanger
Sikura hangers successfully meet any requirement in terms of wall cabinet load bearing capacity, anchoring and safety. They are adjustable,
have a high load bearing capacity, keep the wall cabinet securely anchored to the wall and feature a patented anti-disengagement system.

HANGER
LOAD OF 100 KG

According to din 68840

side panel

back panel

back panel

FINISHES

top

top

back panel

Galvanized

15 Plana Hanger
Plana is the solution to your suspended panel alignment problems,
because it ensures the panels adhere perfectly to the wall. Exceptional
adjustment. Excellent load-bearing capacity. Totally invisible.

FOR ANCHOR

FOR SUPPORT BARS
FOR ANCHOR

FOR SUPPORT BARS

FINISHES

Galvanized





16 Vigor Straightener
Vigor is the new ‘door straightener’ by Perin S.p.A. It is used when the
panels get curved. It is supplied in a standard size with a pitch between
the two outer holes of 2240 mm. On request, Vigor can be supplied
with a smaller pitch.

FINISHES

Grey





17 Linear Rails
System composed of an aluminium rail, 10x30, with a clear plastic
protective profile inserted and painted aluminium supports, perfectly
coordinated, which fit partially into the rail cross-section. Main properties: accurately made with excellent load resistance.

SIDE BRACKET

CENTRAL BRACKET

With plastic insert

FINISHES

Natural
anodised



Other finishes
on request



18 Wip Adjustable Foot
WIP is the new foot manufactured by Perin Spa, which is especially
suitable for wardrobes and bookcases. It can be adjusted from the inside
of the cabinet using a 4mm hexagon wrench. It has a capacity of 100 kg.

ADJUSTABLE FOOT
LOAD MAX 100 Kg

Side

FINISHES
Bottom

Galvanized
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